The present study tested the validity of inferring verbal-analytic motor processing from EEG 30 left-temporal alpha activity. Participants (n = 20) reached for and transport a jar under three 31 conditions: one control condition and two self-talk conditions aimed at eliciting either task-unrelated 32 verbal processing or task-related conscious control, while 32-channel EEG and kinematics were 33 recorded. Compared to the control condition, both self-talk conditions elicited greater self-reported 34 levels of verbal processing, but only the task-related self-talk condition was accompanied by greater 35 left temporal activity (i.e., EEG alpha power decreased) during movement production. However, this 36 increase was not localised to the left temporal region but was rather evident over all scalp regions 37 examined, suggesting an interpretation more consistent with diminished neural efficiency. No effects 38 for left temporal-frontal (T7-Fz) connectivity were detected across conditions. Our results failed to 39 endorse left-temporal EEG alpha activity as valid index of verbal-analytic processing during motor 40 tasks.
Introduction

53
The progression from beginner to skilled motor performance is characterised by an 54 attenuation of energy expenditure as the expression of greater metabolic efficiency (Hatfield, 2018; 55 Hatfield & Hillman, 2001 ). Such adaptations are not only observed as decreased somatic activity (e.g.,
56
reduced muscular activation), but also as decreased mental activity (e.g., reduced regional activation 57 in the brain). By using neuroimaging techniques, such as electroencephalography (EEG), researchers 58 have provided evidence that practice of a motor skill induces changes in the cerebral cortex consistent 59 with the concept of "neural efficiency".
60
A cortical region that is often deemed to be implicated in the attainment of greater neural 61 efficiency is the left temporal region. By recording the magnitude of EEG oscillatory activity within 62 the 8-12 Hz frequency range, an inverse marker of neuronal activity termed "alpha power" (Klimesch, 
89
Taken together, these findings suggest that skilled, autonomous, expert-like motor 90 performance is associated with decreased left temporal involvement in the production of movement.
91
Conversely, less skilled, conscious, and novice-like motor performance is associated with increased 92 left temporal involvement in the production of movement. As the left temporal region is associated 93 with language, these findings fit well with classic models of motor learning that describe an early 94 reliance on declarative verbal knowledge to guide performance that becomes subsequently
95
"proceduralised" into a non-verbal memory units as skill progresses (Fitts & Posner, 1967) . Left 96 temporal alpha oscillations would therefore appear a useful yardstick for verbal-analytical processes 97 during motor control.
98
Crucially, implicit within this proposition is the assumption that EEG activity recorded over 99 left temporal sites (i.e., T7) during motor execution is uniquely representative of the underlying 100 cortical structures associated with language (Cooke, 2013) . However, this may not be the case for two 101 reasons: first, unless a one-to-one mapping can be demonstrated, it is not deductively valid to infer a 102 particular cognitive process from the activation of a particular brain region. This practice, termed particular cognitive function, and is limited by non-selectivity of activation in the region of interest 106 language processing but also in auditory processing (Tiihonen et al., 1991) 
120
The aim of this study was to manipulate the content of verbal-analytical processing to explore 121 how language processing affects measures of regional alpha power and connectivity during the 122 planning and production of reaching and grasping movements. Specifically, we compared task-related 123 and task-unrelated self-talk with uninstructed, natural performance. Whilst both types of self-talk 124 were administered to increase verbal processing during motor performance, only task-related 125 (declarative) self-talk was designed with the intention of interfering with movement automaticity and 126 increasing conscious motor processing (Masters, 1992) . If left temporal alpha activity recorded during 127 motor execution uniquely reflects verbal-analytical processing, then we would expect both conditions 128 that encourage self-talk (task-related and task-unrelated) to increase activity in the left temporal 133 related to the functional connectivity between the left temporal and premotor regions (T7-Fz) during 134 movement production, then we would only expect increased connectivity in the task-related self-talk 135 condition.
136
Methods
137
Participants
138
Twenty self-reported right-handed participants took part in the study (11 females, 9 males, 139 age: M = 26.38, SD = 6.19 years). All participants gave written consent and the procedures were 140 approved by our institutional ethics committee.
141
Experimental task
142
The task required participants to sequentially reach for and then transport a glass jar from a 
218
Manipulation checks were administered throughout testing to confirm that our experimental 219 conditions were having their desired effect. Using 7-point Likert scales, participants were asked to 220 self-report levels of task difficulty, mental effort, movement awareness, movement control, self-talk 223 Movement time was measured as the time (in seconds) elapsed between S2 (i.e., "go" signal) 224 and jar placement on the target location. To obtain this, the researcher provided a keyboard response 225 upon jar placement, enabling movement time to be extracted from E-Prime. 
339
.675, phases of the task. Pairwise comparisons showed peak acceleration to be lower for the task- revealed that, for all conditions, T8-Fz connectivity was significantly higher than T7-Fz connectivity 387 at t -2 (p = .007), t -1 (p = .003), and t +1 (p = .005), but not t +2 (p = .248). They also revealed that T7-Fz 388 connectivity increased from t -2 to t +2 (p = .072), and that T8-Fz connectivity increased from t -2 to t -1 (p 389 = .077), and then decreased from t +1 to t +2 (p = .010). 
Discussion
394
The present study attempted to manipulate self-talk to evaluate the fidelity of associating EEG 395 alpha oscillations recorded from left temporal sites during motor preparation and execution with 396 verbal-analytic processes. Our results show that both self-talk conditions (task-related and task-397 unrelated) were rated higher for self-talk frequency and intensity compared to the control condition, 398 confirming that our manipulations increased verbal processing as intended. Importantly, the task-399 related condition was rated as being the most difficult, mentally demanding, and consciously 400 controlled condition. Participants also performed 60% slower and decreased the speed at which they 402 related condition therefore increased verbal processing and encouraged a more effortful and conscious 403 mode of motor control. The task-unrelated condition was rated as being more difficult than the control 404 condition, reflected by the slower movement times (~13%). However, as there was no difference in 405 reported levels of conscious control and mental effort, and no difference in hand acceleration profiles 406 between the task-unrelated and control conditions, it can be argued that task-unrelated self-talk 407 increased verbal processing without inducing increased levels of conscious movement control.
408
Despite both self-talk conditions increasing verbal processing compared to the control 409 condition, our EEG data showed activity in the left-temporal region of the cerebral cortex to only 410 increase (i.e., alpha power decreased) for the task-related condition during movement execution (t +1 411 and t +2 ). As no differences were observed between the control and self-talk conditions during 412 movement preparation (t -2 and t -1 ), when participants were motionless, this question the fidelity of 413 inferring verbal-analytic processing demands from left temporal EEG alpha power during movement 414 preparation. Rather, our findings suggest that left temporal alpha power is likely to reflect a broader 415 range of processes associated with conscious motor processing during movement, beyond that of 416 language (Poldrack, 2006) .
417
An alternative interpretation for the increased left temporal activity during task-related self-418 talk can be considered when acknowledging that this increase was evident across the entire scalp 
475
In light of our findings, several limitations should be considered. First, it could be argued that 476 our results are limited by administering our control condition in a fixed (always first) order. However,
477
we argue this was necessary to optimise the natural characteristics of initial performance and avoid 478 unintentionally inducing more conscious performance and the accrual of declarative task knowledge.
479
Second, the degree of temporal "jitter" evident in our EEG analyses should be noted. To elaborate, 480 our data were segmented into pre-defined epoch lengths relative to the onset of movement (-2 to +2 483 on a trial-to-trial basis, especially given the differences in movement time. Although less than ideal, 484 our measures of alpha power and connectivity were highly consistent across time for all conditions, 485 suggesting a minimal effect of such temporal lag. Finally, our analyses are potentially limited by 486 solely examining alpha-based connectivity to infer cortico-cortical networking. Indeed, it is still 487 unclear how the interpretation of alpha connectivity differs from the interpretation of non-alpha 488 connectivity (e.g. theta, ~4 -8 Hz). Future research could pay greater attention to this issue and 489 include measures of functional connectivity that either include several frequency bands or do not rely 490 on a specific frequency band (e.g., Granger causality, Phase Slope Index).
491
In conclusion, our results failed to endorse EEG alpha activity recorded from the left temporal 492 region as a valid index of verbal analytic processing demands during a motor task. Instead, our results
493
suggest that increased left temporal alpha activity exhibited during more consciously controlled motor 494 performance should be attributed to a spatially broader phenomenon consistent with decreased neural 495 efficiency. Furthermore, the approach presented in this study invites motor control scientists to be 496 cautious when inferring a certain cognitive process based solely on local activity. We encourage 497 researchers to explore how cognition maps onto regional brain activity considering the whole 498 topography, specifically during the performance of motor tasks to improve our understanding of how 499 the brain controls movements. Participants were required to perform the task with their hand hyperextended to create a 90 degree angle with the forearm (pictured). Participants were told that their adherence could be objectively monitored using the electrode placed on the hand (not pictured).
Participants were required to rotate their hand in a manner that ensure the thumb was always positioned lower than the index finger (as opposed to being in-line. Again, participants were told that adherence would be objectively assessed by calculating the angle of the hand electrode during performance (not pictured). 
